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3DEXCITE will showcase HTC Vive luxury DS
Virtual Vision Immersive Configurator. An experience
built on exceptional digital quality is a game-changer.
Realistic light, shadow and interactions make every
second in VR more real and more appealing. Now,
imagine a fully configurable product, or product line
- available at your fingertips, in real-time. Magic.
Consider the option to put that product in any city or
landscape on earth at any time, in any climate. Okay,
it’s time to scale. Offer experiences on every device
platform tethered by digital & experiential continuity
everywhere. That’s remarkable. Consider the upside.

ShadeCraft is a robotics and technology startup
based in Los Angeles, California, with a mission to
improve people’s lives outdoors.
Our flagship product, SUNFLOWER, is the
world’s first robotic shading system that tracks the
sun and boasts a full set of features that include
GPS, Bluetooth and WIFI connectivity, a high
definition camera, voice activation and controls,
speakers to stream audio, controlled lighting and
the ability to charge external devices – all powered
through solar energy.

Almost Heaven Saunas have been manufactured in the Greenbrier Valley of West
Virginia for 40 years. Known world-wide for exceptional quality and design, the
company produces both indoor and outdoor traditional, water-over-hot-rocks dry/wet
saunas. The company will be featuring a custom-designed barrel sauna for 6 persons
at the Rand Luxury event. The unit is manufactured from red cedar, has an exterior
porch, Finnish digital heater, and more. Almost Heaven Saunas is the world leader in
traditional home saunas.
INTRODUCING RESERVOIR FOR THE VERY FIRST TIME IN THE US!
RESERVOIR is the latest European sensation, launched at BaselWorld in Switzerland.
This new Swiss watch brand is taking its inspiration from the functionalities and the
aesthetic appeal of measurement instruments of bygone days. Contemporary designs
to appeal to Millennials, related to the automotive, aeronautics, or nautical lifestyles.
Beyond its incredible look, RESERVOIR introduces an innovative way to tell time,
with 3 complications: retrograde minutes, jumping hours, and a power reserve
indicator similar to a fuel gauge. An amazing collection, starting at $3,700 retail.
Como Audio makes listening to music from an iPhone, Spotify, Bluetooth, the
Internet, or FM Radio easier with the multi-room, hi-fi audio systems that let you
access all of your music content with the press of a button. The Como Audio “Solo”
and “Duetto,” are designed to make all of the music content available today
accessible, simply by touching a button and from one device. “Amico,” the newest
high-fidelity design offers all of the same features as the Solo in a portable,
battery-powered, and lightweight system featuring great sound with eight hours of playback. Also newly introduced is “Musica” with the press of a button, all music
content is accessible from a variety of sources including Internet radio, Spotify
Connect, Tidal, Deezer, Napster, and Amazon Music (available October 2017), FM
RDS, Bluetooth with aptX and features AAC (Advanced Audio Coding) for better
sound quality, and NFC for pairing devices. Musica also streams CDs to other Como
Audio products throughout the home. For more information, visit www.comoaudio.com.
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The world deserves a better wireless speaker. With the belief that modern HiFi is an
entry level term, Domigo has partnered with world-renowned acoustic engineer Peter
Larsen to design a revolutionary new line of wireless speakers that go beyond HiFi.
A9:Classic style meets modern design, and practical use of intelligent technology
allows for a seamless integration of audio and visual in a minimalist presentation.
Designed by world-renowned acoustic engineer Peter Larsen, the A9 wireless home
system features “beyond HiFi” sound paired with an Android-based smart TV
solution, together representing the perfect solution for the modern living room.
A7: Modern minimalism should not come with sacrifice. The A7 represents the
pinnacle of wireless speaker technology, featuring powerful sound designed by
world-renowned acoustic engineer Peter Larsen, easy to use smartphone application
control, and an artistic design destined to occupy even the most demanding home.
Echobox is a company founded and run by music-lovers and audio geeks. We’ve been
watching the personal audio industry for years, researching and analyzing everything
from the types of music people listen to, how and where we listen, and, most
importantly, the quality of audio that we’ve become accustomed to. What we’ve seen
has excited, confused, and disappointed us, all at once.
We’ve founded Echobox to help personal audio evolve to a level that does justice to
good music. We plan on making good sounding audio products that are well-built and
available at prices that are affordable to anyone who is passionate about music. Our
first two products, the Explorer and the Finder, are designed to make real high-fidelity
audio affordable.
Electra Meccanica’s SOLO is an all-electric, single-passenger, commuter vehicle; not
intended to replace your family car, but to supplement your driving experience.
Approx. 80% of travel is done single passenger so the SOLO is designed as a
commuter vehicle to get you to and from work and around town as needed at minimal
expense.With a range of approx. 100 miles between charges SOLO is sure to fit the
average commuters’ needs. Priced at approximately $15,500 USD
Come experience being a pilot ‘The Gama Way’ in our virtual reality flight simulator!
Gama Aviation Signature is the largest management company in the United States
dedicated to aircraft management and executive charter. Whether traveling for
business meetings, family time or a change of scenery, our desire is to create one
seamless journey that effortlessly blends the ground and air components of a trip. Our
aircraft management programs are individually tailored to the needs of each
client, their flight profiles and their aircraft. With over 30 years of experience we know
exactly how to respond to the complex challenges associated with operating business
aircraft from the King Air to the latest model Gulfstream G650ER or Falcon 8X. As
a preferred vendor of many well-known names in aviation, we understand that when
things go ‘tech’, proximity and speed are required to get you moving again, safely.
That’s why we invested in a comprehensive network of maintenance facilities
positioned at key, high-volume locations around the country supported by over 30
mobile support vehicles.
As you may gather, we’re not like the others; we’re redefining private aircraft travel
with no boundaries, no compromise and no fuss - just one seamless journey.
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HiMirror, the world’s first smart beauty mirror, provides a revolutionary approach to daily
beauty. By taking a makeup-free photo, HiMirror detects dark spots, red spots, dark eye
circles, wrinkles, pores, fine lines and other complexion elements; offering in-depth,
personalized skincare analysis based on the evolving condition of a user’s skin.
Additionally, you may get news and weather feed, stream Spotify, and watch YouTube
tutorials on HiMirror. With five LED light settings,
HiMirror is also a great makeup mirror with suburb lighting.
Helm Audio opens up an exceptional, professional-level audio experience to all users —
offering premium audio tech at an unbeatable value. Designed by and for producers, DJs,
and DIY audiophiles, our planar magnetic headphones and audio accessories are
engineered for revolutionary performance and an immersive, dynamic experience.
Hisense USA is showcasing the new Hisense 4K Laser TV, designed to offer a new
alternative for consumers looking for a big screen with premium movie-theater picture
quality and sound with a seamless set-up experience. The Laser TV combines laser light
and movie theater technology to feature 4K picture quality with HDR and UHD
upscaling. It boasts a built-in tuner and Hisense’s newly redesigned and fully
customizable Hisense Smart TV platform, a fully implemented Harman Kardon sound
system, and Texas Instruments’ latest DLP chipset technology. Whereas other systems
require excessive tuning and extensive installations, the Laser TV is truly plug and play,
requiring little set up and quick access to thousands of hours of content. This is the future
of TV.
ITEX is the largest marketplace for B2B cashless transactions in the USA and Canada.
ITEX processes millions in sales for thousands of member businesses every month. We
offer unique member benefits for increasing sales and reducing costs.
Kano creates computer and coding kits for all ages, all over the world. Our mission is to
empower a new creative generation to make and play with technology, not just consume
it. The company was born from the mind of a 6-year-old who wanted to make his own
computer, as simple and easy as LEGO.
Our award-winning Computer Kit, a computer anyone can make, is used by over 150,000
households in more than 80 countries worldwide. People of all ages learn about
technology and coding by making art, music and games, with simple steps and easy to
follow challenges.
We will be bringing our 2017 lineup of products to The Luxury Technology Show,
including our brand new Computer Kit Complete, a laptop anyone can make; the Pixel Kit,
a 21st-century Lite-brite that can be controlled through code and the Motion Sensor Kit,
which lets you use real-world movements and gesture to interact with your code creations.
Over the last 3 years Kano makers have shared over 200,000 creations through our online
platform Kano World. This add up to more than 31 million lines of code that anyone can
inspect, remix and use to make their own creations.
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There will be a Press
& a VIP unveiling of
the new LS 500

Lexus’ passion for brave design, imaginative technology, and exhilarating performance
enables the luxury lifestyle brand to create amazing experiences for its customers. Lexus
began its journey in 1989 with two luxury sedans and a commitment to pursue
perfection. Since then, Lexus has developed its lineup to meet the needs of global luxury
customers in more than 90 countries. In the United States, Lexus vehicles are sold through
237 dealers offering a full line-up of luxury vehicles. With five models
incorporating Lexus Hybrid Drive, Lexus is the luxury hybrid leader. Lexus also offers
seven F SPORT models and two F performance models. Lexus is committed to being a
visionary brand that anticipates the future for luxury customers.

Vi is the world’s first artificial intelligence fitness companion meant to help people get
off the couch and on their feet. Vi lives in bluetooth headphones with amazing sound and
space-grade biosensors. Vi has a truly human voice, powered by countless
recordings with more added daily resulting sounds like a friend, not a robot. Put them on,
download the Vi fitness app, and Vi comes to life. Vi will talk and interact with you while
you run – getting you into a groove, tracking your records, and even boosting your ego
when you need it. When you’re not training, you hav e amazing headphones with 8 hours
of battery life and high fidelity sound by Harman Kardon, so you can listen to music or
just take calls.
Lift is a hydrofoil brand. We specialize in building hydrofoils for any type of board. We
believe in the growth of the sport and the possibilities of making user-friendly foil boards
for everyone. And this is just the beginning. Hydrofoiling is literally taking off and we’re
continuing our commitment to new designs and experiences through foiling. Just wait to
see what we have in store for you as you learn this new sport and grow with us.
MarkAudio-SOTA is a joint cooperation between SOTA Acoustics and Markaudio Loudspeakers, LTD. It harmoniously brings together a dream team of specialists in each aspect
of speaker design — including speaker drivers, voice coils, crossovers, and cabinets — to
build best-in-class sounding speakers that have build quality and visual appeal to match.
Mobilize Rescue Systems is empowering bystanders to respond to medical emergencies
while the medical professionals are en route. Mobilize Rescue System includes medical
knowledge and equipment necessary to manage a variety of injuries and illnesses such
as severe bleeding, allergic reactions, cardiac arrest and more. The system was designed
according to medical and military best practices, and qualifies as an ANSI Class A kit.
Moen, the #1 faucet brand in North America, is making your bathroom smarter with the
new U by Moen™ shower – the only cloud-based, app-driven digital shower on the
market. It offers Wi-Fi mobile connectivity and the ultimate personalization, providing
users countless ways to create their ideal shower with the push of a button. The U by
Moen smartphone app allows users to customize shower settings with up to 12
personalized presets, to get the perfect shower, every time. Learn more at moen.com/u.
Imagine the convenience of turning your kitchen faucet on or off without a touch. Moen
has expanded its MotionSense™ line to include MotionSense Wave™. Faucets with this
technology feature a single-sensor touchless activation, allowing users to easily turn
water on and off with the wave of a hand. Faucets equipped with MotionSense Wave
technology are perfect for when your hands are too full or too messy to turn on the faucet.
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IQbuds™ are intelligent, truly wireless earbuds that give you control to hear what you
want to hear in the world around you and connect to your digital devices.
Nuheara’s Super Intelligent Noise Control (SINC™) technology allows you to
dynamically control how you hear the world around you for a better hearing
experience. Choose the best audio blend of audio from your digital device with the
sounds of the world around you. Enhance your ability to hear speech in crowded
restaurants, work events or parties - never miss another word again.
SoundFloat (Soundfloats.com) blends cutting-edge technology with luxury design to
create the ultimate oasis in and out of the water. SoundFloat is the tech-enabled luxury
air lounge that is a comfortable, durable air lounge- just as useful and playful in and out
of the water. Outfitted with powerful Bluetooth technology and speakers, you can access
your favorite playlists, podcasts, and television shows no matter where you’re relaxing.
Charge your devices, make hands-free calls, and more--SoundFloat is a high-design,
low-maintenance portable oasis you can bring wherever Summer takes you.
Norton Core is a secure, high-performance Wi-Fi router that helps protect home
networks - and an unlimited number of connected devices, including computers and
mobile devices – against malware, viruses, hackers, and cybercriminals. With its
network packet inspection combined with intelligence from a global threat database,
Norton Core can help fend off threats before they infiltrate a home network.
Thiel Audio is a Nashville-based technology and entertainment company with a 40-year
heritage of award-winning sound and design. In recent years, the company has worked
to revise its product line to combine its tradition of high-quality and fine design with the
needs of today’s audio consumer.
In 2017, Thiel introduced its first wireless streaming products, the AURORA Home and
the battery-powered AURORA Tour, both of which feature a connectivity suite
leveraging DTS Play-Fi, Apple Airplay, and Bluetooth technologies, enabling users to
connect seamlessly from their devices to as many as 16 speakers at one time. To learn
more about Thiel Audio, visit: www.thielaudio.com
TOTO USA is headquarters for the Americas Division of the TOTO Global Group,
which was established in 1917 with the founding of TOTO, Ltd., in Kitakyushu, Japan.
TOTO is the world’s largest manufacturer of bathroom fixtures and fittings with $4.9
billion dollars in annual sales. For the past 100 years, TOTO has been the recognized
leader in innovation, technology, performance, and design with products like the
NEOREST AC Intelligent Toilet and Connect+ Carlyle II 1G / WASHLET S350e, which
enhance the luxury bathroom experience by making people’s lives cleaner, healthier, less
coplicated and more beautiful. With three centers devoted to research and development,
TOTO is dedicated to engineering products that respect the environment and improve
people’s quality of life. The company continues to raise industry standards and
consumer expectations as to what is possible in the bath space, as TOTO believes a
high-quality bathroom is an experience and an everyday luxury people value and
appreciate.
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LDV Hospitality is slated to open its signature modern Italian restaurant, Scarpetta,
in fall 2017 at The James Hotel, located at 22 E 29th St, New York, NY. The
restaurant’s name is derived from the Italian expression, “fare la scarpetta,” which
means to savor a meal to the last bite.
The philosophy of Scarpetta’s kitchen is to create bold flavors by amplifying the
essence of seasonal ingredients. The signature pastas are made in-house daily and
are paired with the highest quality, locally-sourced ingredients. Scarpetta’s famous
Spaghetti Tomato & Basil is nothing short of classic simplicity in both taste and
preparation. The understated-yet-elegant approach to design creates an environment
that is simultaneously stylish, welcoming, and inspiring, where guests can feel as
though they are at a decadent dinner party.
Godiva Chocolatier was brought to America in 1966 and has been the leader in
premium chocolate ever since. Godiva owns and operates hundreds of boutiques
worldwide specializing in fine chocolates and chocolate gifts. Godiva products are
also available for purchase at Godiva.com, through seasonal mail-order catalogs, by
phone, and at select fine department and specialty stores. Enjoy samplings from the
upcoming holiday season’s collection at The Luxury Technology Show.
The official vodka and scotch sponsor of the LTS is the hottest new celebrity lounge
in the Lower East Side, Boss Tweed’s Saloon. Location: 115 Essex St. They will be
relaunching soon. True Vodka: We use the highest quality grain alcohol called “Lux”
for the production of TRUE Vodka. It is made from mixed rye and wheat grains in
Italy and produced by a 7 times distillation process in Caffo’s Distelleria Friulia. In
addition to this, we use specially purified water from the springs of Tuscany, making
TRUE the smoothest vodka on the market.
Vidalco International, LLC is proud to present our exclusive LOVE wines selection
from Vino Della Tierra De Castilla region of Spain. The Love wines project
incorporate both quality and value. The Vineyards consist in 600 acres and the
Winery is managed by the 6th generation of the family, combining tradition and
expertise in wine making with the highest technology and best practices, as
recognized by certificates as IFS and BRC.
All LOVE Wines benefit of unique terroir in Vino De La Tierra De Castilla, Spain
with ideal soil, clime, natural growing conditions, hand harvesting, old vines
between 15 to 60 years, estate grown and bottled define.
Key elements who makes the LOVE Wines so special:
a) high quality wines in the market segment produced with grapes coming from 15
to 60 years old vines; Estate Grown and Bottled; b) natural wines hand harvested,
produced with the latest and greatest elements of modern agriculture and
technology; c) great profit margin for all types of accounts;d) the wines are sold
already across the US (wine shops, restaurants, Michelin Stars restaurants in
Manhattan, NY, Chicago, IL and Houston, TX, Country Clubs, Catering venues; the
next steps will be launching internationally the BRAND.
Cusqueña is a super-premium lager from Cuzco, the seat of the Inca empire.
Brewed since 1911, it uses only the finest natural ingredients, including pure
mountain water from a source at 18,000 feet in the Peruvian Andes.

